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MASS DEPENDENCE OF THE HBT RADII OBSERVEDIN e+e� ANNIHILATION�A. BialasM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Polande-mail: bialas�thp1.if.uj.edu.plandK. ZalewskiM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Polandand Institute of Nulear Physis, Kraków, Polande-mail: zalewski�hall.ifj.edu.pl(Reeived January 23, 1999)It is shown that the reently established strong mass-dependene ofthe radii of the hadron soures, as observed in HBT analyses of the e+e�annihilation, an be explained by assuming a generalized inside�outsideasade, i.e. that (i) the four-momenta and the spae-time position four-vetors of the produed partiles are approximately proportional to eahother and (ii) the �freeze-out� times are distributed along the hyperbolat2 � z2 = �20 .PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 13.60.Rj, 13.65.+i, 25.75.GzIt has been found reently that the parameters desribing the B�E inter-ferene in e+e� annihilation depend strongly on the masses of the partilesused in the analysis [1, 2℄. One �nds r� between 0:7 and 1 fm; rK between0:5 and 0:7 fm; r� between 0:1 and 0:2 fm.In the present note we suggest that this dependene an be understoodif the produed partiles satisfy approximately the (generalized) Bjorken��Gottfried onditions [3, 4℄:� This investigation was supported in part by the KBN Grant No 2 P03B 086 14.(359)



360 A. Bialas, K. Zalewski(i) The 4-momentum q� and the 4-vetor x� desribing the spae-time posi-tion of the prodution (�freeze-out�) point of a partile are proportionalq� = �x�: (1)The proportionality fator � is a salar with respet to boosts in thelongitudinal diretion.(ii) Partiles are produed at a �xed proper time �0 after the ollisiont2 � z2 = �20 ; (2)where t; z are time and longitudinal position of the prodution point.From (1) and (2) we derive � = M?�0 ; (3)where M2? = E2 � q2k. Thus �nally we haveq� = M?�0 x� : (4)This piture is, of ourse, purely lassial and an only be treated as aheuristi guide-line when applied to atual prodution proesses. A moreadequate formulation of these onditions an be ahieved using the Wignerrepresentation W (P; x) of the (single-partile) density matrix whih, as iswell known (see e.g. [5℄), orresponds � as lose as possible without ontra-diting quantum mehanis � to the spae-time and momentum distributionof the produed partiles. To implement the onditions (i), (ii) above, wepostulate W (P; x) in the formW (P; x) � Æ(t2 � z2 � �20 ) exp �� x2?2R2? � P 2?2�2?�� exp264��P+ � M?�0 x+�2 + �P� � M?�0 x��22Æ2k � �P? � M?�0 x?�22Æ2? 375 ;(5)where x� = t� z; P� = P0 � Pz (6)so that M2? = P+P�; �20 = x+x� : (7)



Mass Dependene of the HBT Radii Observed in e+e� Annihilation 361The �rst exponential represents a standard ylindrially symmetri �longi-tudinal� distribution in momentum and in on�guration spae1. The newpoint is the seond exponential whih introdues orrelation between themomentum and the point of emission of the partile, as required by the gen-eralized Bjorken�Gottfried ondition (4). Suh orrelations are known toin�uene strongly the HBT e�et on partile spetra [6℄. It is thus this fa-tor whih, we think, is responsible for the mass dependene of the observedHBT radii2.To derive HBT orrelations we need to alulate from (5) the densitymatrix in momentum spae (see e.g. [7�10℄). This an be done using therelation between W (P; x) and �(q; q0) whih reads��q = P + Q2 ; q0 = P � Q2 � = Z d4xeiQxW (P; x): (8)From (8) we see that now we have to takeP = q + q02 ; M2? = P+P�; Q = q � q0 (9)with the 4-momenta q and q0 on the mass-shell.To ontinue, it is onvenient, as usual, to introdue the rapiditiesY = 12 log P+P� ; � = 12 log x+x� : (10)The longitudinal integralIk � Z d� exp �M2?2Æ2k h�eY � e��2 + �e�Y � e���2i!� exp �i�0 �m? osh(y � �)�m0? osh(y0 � �)�� ; (11)where (m?; y) and (m0?; y0) are transverse masses and rapidities orrespond-ing to momenta q and q0, an be approximated byIk � Z d� exp �M2?Æ2k (Y � �)2!� exp�i�0 �m?�1 + (� � y)22 ��m0?�1 + (� � y0)22 ��� : (12)1 To simplify the argument, we ignore the longitudinal momentum and z dependene ofthe single partile spetrum. This seems a reasonable approximation at high energy.2 Admittedly, the form (5) is rather shemati. In partiular, gaussians are taken forsimpliity and an be replaed if neessary. We also did not inlude �utuations of�0. These simpli�ations are not essential for our argument, however.



362 A. Bialas, K. ZalewskiIgnoring normalization and phase fators, inessential for our argument, wethus obtain Ik � exp �i�0 M2?2BÆ2k �m?(Y � y)2 �m0?(Y � y0)2�!� exp�� �204Bm?m0?(y � y0)2� ; (13)where B = M2?Æ2k � i�02 (m? �m0?) : (14)The transverse integral an be evaluated exatly. Ignoring again the nor-malization and phase fators we haveI? � exp � ~P 22�2?!Z d2x exp0B�� ~x22R2? � � ~P � M?�0 ~x�22Æ2? � i ~Q~x1CA� exp ��(~q + ~q0)28�2e� � (~q � ~q0)2R2e�2 � ; (15)where all vetors are two-dimensional (transverse) and1�2e� = �20M2?R2? + �20 Æ2? + 1�2? ; R2e� = R2?�20 Æ2?M2?R2? + �20 Æ2? : (16)From (15) we �nd the single partile transverse momentum distribution:d�d2q? � I?(~q = ~q0 � ~q?) = exp�� q2?�202(m2 + q2?)R2? + 2�20 Æ2? � q2?2�2?� : (17)One sees that the average transverse momentum is largely determined by thevalue of �? whih thus annot be too large if one wants to insure averagetransverse momentum smaller than, say, 500 MeV.Let us also note at this point that onsisteny with unertainty prinipleimplies the inequality [10℄ Re��e� � 12 : (18)As seen from (16), at large transverse mass M?, this inequality an onlybe satis�ed if Æ? is signi�antly larger than �? (and thus than the averagetransverse momentum).



Mass Dependene of the HBT Radii Observed in e+e� Annihilation 363To proeed, we shall assume that all orrelations between partiles whihare not aused by Bose�Einstein interferene an be negleted. Using theformulation of [10℄ we thus write the two-partile density matrix as a produt�(q1; q2; q01; q02) = �(q1; q01)�(q2; q02) : (19)It then follows from the general theory of HBT e�et (see, e.g. [9℄) that theobserved two-partile distribution is given by
(q1; q2) = �(q1; q1)�(q2; q2)+�(q1; q2)�(q2; q1) � 
(q1)
(q2)(1�C(q1; q2)) ;(20)where C(q1; q2) = Ck(q1; q2)C?(q1; q2)= j Ik(q1; q2) j2Ik(q1; q1)Ik(q2; q2) j I?(q1; q2) j2I?(q1; q1)I?(q2; q2) (21)desribes the HBT orrelations.Using (15) we �ndC? = e�(~q1�~q2)2R2HBT = e�Q2?R2?HBT ; (22)whereR2?HBT = R2e� � 14�2e� = �20M2?R2? + �20 Æ2? �R2?Æ2? � 14�� 14�2? : (23)Sine M2? = �m1? +m2?2 �2 +m1?m2? sinh2�y1 � y22 � ; (24)we onlude that indeed R2?HBT falls with inreasing (transverse) mass ofthe partile.For Ck we haveCk(q1; q2) = exp��R2kHBT(m1?y1 �m2?y2 + (m1? �m2?)Y )2� ; (25)where R2kHBT = �20M2?2jB2jÆ2k : (26)From (14), one sees that also R2kHBT falls with inreasing M2?.



364 A. Bialas, K. ZalewskiIf, as is ustomary (see e.g. [1℄), one works in the frame where Y = 0,(25) an be written asCk(q1; q2) � e�R2kHBT(q1z�q2z)2 = e�R2kHBTQ2k : (27)This ompletes the qualitative disussion of the mass e�et in our ap-proah. It remains to be seen if the values of the HBT radii given by (23)and (26) an be adjusted to be lose to the ones obtained from the LEPdata [1, 2℄.

Fig. 1. R?HBT and RkHBT plotted versus M?. The parameters are shown in the�gure. The data from ��, KK and �� orrelations are also indiated.In Fig. 1 RkHBT and R?HBT are plotted versus M?, the transverse massof the two-partile system. The values of other parameters were taken asfollows : �? = 360 MeV, �0 = R? = 1:2 fm, Æ? = 700 MeV, Æk = 350 MeV,jm1?�m2?j = 150 MeV. One sees a rather strong mass dependene of bothlongitudinal and transverse radii. We did not try to �t the obtained val-ues to the data as this would require working diretly with data themselvesand thus goes beyond the sope of the present investigation. It is neverthe-less reomforting to observe that the HBT radii, obtained with �reasonable�values of the model parameters, are not far from the ones found in LEPexperiments.



Mass Dependene of the HBT Radii Observed in e+e� Annihilation 365We thus onlude that the existing data on HBT radii are onsistent withthe hypothesis that � in e+e� annihilation at high energy � 4-momentumof a produed partile is approximately proportional to its spae time posi-tion 4-vetor at the freeze-out time3.This proportionality is of ourse well-known for the longitudinal ompo-nents [3,4℄, and is exhibited expliitly in numerous models [11℄. At this pointour approah is similar to the one proposed for a longitudinally expanding�reball [9, 13℄, although the mass dependene following from our Eq. (5)seems somewhat stronger. On the other hand, a rather novel feature follow-ing from our analysis is that the original Gottfried�Bjorken proportionalityrelation should be extended to inlude also the transverse omponents of the4-vetors, as expliitly expressed in (4).Several omments are in order.(i) It should be emphasized that our argument is only semi-quantitativeand an be improved in many details when applied to real data. Inpartiular, the gaussians in the Wigner funtion (5) an be replaedby more realisti funtions for numerial analysis. Also, the Fouriertransform (11) an be alulated numerially without approximationsshown in (12), whih were introdued simply to obtain an analyti re-sult. Finally, inluding a distribution of �0 is probably needed to obtaina good desription of data. We feel, however, that all this neessary�ne tuning does not invalidate our main onlusion, summarized inEq. (4).(ii) As we already mentioned, the results shown in Fig. 1 do not representa �t to experimental data whih we think would be premature at thepresent stage. Therefore, the values of the parameters used to produethis �gure are by no means �nal. Some of them seem rather stable,however. In partiular, �? is losely related to the average transversemomentum and thus annot be arbitrarily hanged. Also a rather largevalue of Æ? seems neessary to satisfy the onsisteny ondition (18).This means that the orrelation between the transverse momentumand transverse position of a partile at freeze-out is fairly weak. It isremarkable that suh a weak orrelation is su�ient to reate a strongvariation of R?HBT with the transverse mass of the investigated two-partile system.(iii) From the point of view of data analysis, our argument emphasizes theimportane of the investigation of the HBT orrelations as funtion ofthe transverse mass of the pion pair.3 Reently an alternative interpretation has been proposed in [12℄.



366 A. Bialas, K. Zalewski(iv) Relation (4), when applied to transverse diretions, implies the ex-istene of an important �olletive transverse �ow� in the system ofpartiles produed in e+e� annihilation4. It would be interesting tosearh for other evidene of suh a ��ow� in the data.(v) A natural modi�ation of the relation (2) is to onsider freeze-out timesgiven by the fully Lorentz-invariant formulat2 � z2 � y2 � x2 = �20 ; (28)whih leads to qualitatively similar results as those disussed in thepresent paper. It is not lear if the present data an distinguish be-tween (2) and (28) but investigation of this question is ertainly ahallenging issue for future work.(vi) The reent data of L3 oll. [15℄ show a strong dependene of thetransverse �� HBT radius (and a somewhat weaker dependene of thelongitudinal radius) on the average transverse mass of the two pionsm? = 12(m1? +m2?). This seems not inonsistent with our results,although more work is needed to establish a loser onnetion betweenM? and the average transverse mass m? whih is used to parametrizethe data. Thus before more detailed alulations (inluding a realistisingle partile distribution) are performed, it is not lear to what ex-tent the results shown in Fig. 1 are related to the observations of [15℄.We would like to thank G. Alexander for alling our attention to thisproblem and for informing us about his reent results. The help of H. Palkain interpretation of data is also highly appreiated.Note added in proof: After this paper has been sent to printers, we havelearned that the onsequenes of Eq. (1) for HBT orrelations were disussedearlier [16℄. We would like to thank T. Csorgo for alling our attention tothis referene. REFERENCES[1℄ G. Alexander, I. Cohen, Tel-Aviv preprint, hep-ph/9811338, to be publishedin Pro. of �Hadron Struture '98�, Stara Lesna, Sept. 1998.[2℄ DELPHI oll., P. Abreu et al., Phys. Lett. B286, 201 (1992); Phys. Lett.379, 330 (1996); Pro. EPS Conf., Jerusalem (1997) and H. Palka, private4 It roughly orresponds to Bjorken's proposal of �expanding shell� [4℄ (f. also [14℄.
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